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Introduction
On July 20, 1969, mankind discovered a new frontier that it was always destined to explore and, if
the fates allow, inhabit. The National Aerospace and Space Administration (NASA) created the
Apollo program to land astronauts on the moon by the end of the 1960s per order of President John
F. Kennedy. Not only were the following six missions important from a political perspective but
invaluable from a scientific aspect. One of the primary scientific focuses of the Apollo program was
the geology of the moon itself and its many formations. This poster will provide a brief overview of
the geology of the six Apollo mission landing sites and provide geological maps that were made in
mankind’s exploration of our only satellite.
Each landing site’s geology will be given with a geological map, a couple of aerial photographs, and
descriptions of the surface petrology and mineralogy. This poster contains a table comparing the
geology of the six landing sites and a discussion of the reliability of the methods used to obtain the
data and possible suggestions for improving geological skills for future lunar exploration missions.
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Materials and Methods
For this investigation into lunar geology, the author read books made available by the Cedarville University
Centennial Library on lunar geology, accessed NASA’s Apollo Lunar Surface Journals available online for
free, and other internet resources and scientific journals published online as well.

Conclusion

It is the author’s intention that a proper and accurate summary of the geology of the Apollo landing sites
has been given. Each landing site was chosen carefully by NASA to represent the fullest picture of lunar
geology as possible and the diversity of landing sites and their characteristics are living proof of that.
Hopefully in the future, mankind will return to the moon and our field geology skills will be put to the test.
But with the help of modern technology, we can create even more accurate maps of the surface and even
below it which will increase our understanding of the moon and even our own planet. There is no limit to
planetary geology and a full geological synthesis of the moon would be “one giant leap for all mankind.”

Apollo 11

Apollo 15

Apollo 12

Apollo 16

The Lunar Module (LM) “The Eagle” landed in the Sea of
Tranquility, a mare nearly on the equator on the right of
the light side of the moon. “Mare” comes from the Greek
word for “sea” and are noticed as round dark spots on the
moon. Mares are most commonly formed from multiple
thin lava flows early in the moon’s history. The craters in
the photographs are described as impact craters from
foreign bodies. The larger ones show where the impact
bodies hit and the smaller ones were formed from
shrapnel thrown upwards from the impact and landing
down again. This is known due to the crystal shape and
size found on the surface which indicate rapid cooling of lava flows like those found on Earth.
The Sea of Tranquility’s surface described by astronaut Neil Armstrong “appears to be very, very fine grained, as you
get close to it. It's almost like a powder. (The) ground mass is very fine.” Almost an eighth of an inch of powder rests
on the hard surface of the moon which made a famous footprint photograph so easily distinguishable.
Many of the rock samples taken from the surface were vesicular which is an indication of cooling lava flows.
Phenocrysts millimeters wide were also a common feature of many rock samples taken from this mission.
Phenocrysts are crystals that form within rocks, often with a different composition than that of the main rock matrix.
These are common features within igneous rocks which is to be expected if this mare formed from multiple thin lava
flows. Concerning the rock samples, about half were crystalline and the other half were microbreccias like the
phenocrysts. The crystalline rocks would be expected from the formation environment as the minerals cooled from
the lava flows. The microbreccias would be evidence left from crater formation as debris settled and formed into the
rocks.

Apollo 15 landed near the Hadley Rille, a valley formed
from volcanic lava flows in the lunar mountains called the
Highlands. In order to explore this key feature, astronauts
David Scott and James Irwin brought along a lunar rover to
cover great distances on the surface. Hadley Rille was the
primary site of all geologic work by the astronauts
although the Apennine mountains were also given some
attention.
The petrology of the rille was described as full of
subangular breccia and large boulders with glass bubbles
embedded within the rock matrix. One of the most
significant rocks found on this mission was the Genesis
Rock, a large anorthosite with an abundance of anorthite, a type of plagioclase, that was excitingly identified by the
astronauts. The Genesis Rock was later taken back to the Lunar Sample Laboratory Facility in Houston, Texas where it
was identified to be about 4 billion years old. It is called the Genesis Rock because most likely it was formed even
before the moon itself. This is considered the most important lunar sample found yet.
The Hadley Rille like most rilles on the moon can be described as dry riverbeds, except instead of water (as was
previously thought), it contained lava. Here in Hadley Rille, it was most likely a volcanic event that caused its
formation. Scott described seeing “big angular blocks all the way down” the edge of the Rille with some slight layering
in other outcrops along the rille. Many rock samples contained glass bubbles, olivine, and various plagioclases. As is
the case in the other moon sites, the crystalline features of these samples suggest a volcanic origin and the Hadley
Rille was one of its outpouring lava rivers.

Apollo 16 is the second lunar mission to explore what is
called the Lunar Highlands, a mountainous region
surrounded by several mares. The Highlands were
previously thought to have a volcanic origin like the mares.
However, the data and field geology retrieved by
astronauts Charles Duke, John Young, and command
module pilot Kenneth Mattingly did not agree with that
hypothesis. Instead of volcanic, the current theory in
accordance with the data is that the Highlands were a
byproduct of impact from large foreign bodies. The
specific areas of the Highlands explored were the Cayley
plains and the Descartes mountains.
The surface of the Cayley plains is heavily cratered with surface ages going back roughly 3.8 billion years old. The age
of the Descartes mountains are harder to define due to its rough topography but ejecta from cratering events still
holds as its primary inception. The boulders that lie in abundance in the Cayley plains are described by the astronauts
as angular, dark breccias with white clasts, some boulders even being described as “pure white.” Some crystalline
rocks found by the astronauts had a “greenish-blue cast” and had something like hornblende in them. Several tworock breccias were also collected with dark clasts and light matrices.
The Descartes mountains are within close enough proximity to the Imbrium basin and their morphology suggests that
impact events that formed the Imbrium basin produced large enough ejecta to form these mountains and form the
many impact breccias discovered by the astronauts. Despite the sheer amount of breccias found by the astronauts,
the Highlands are not fully without volcanic activity as some point, probably early formation due to the presence of
the crystalline rocks. The formation of the Highlands by ejecta from the Imbrium basin would have come after the
material for the Cayley plains had already volcanically formed but its present topography could only have come from
those Imbrium impact events.

The Apollo 12 mission landed in a mare called Oceanus
Procellarum near the Surveyor 3 spacecraft site sent years
ago in preparation for manned missions to the moon as
seen in the aerial photographs above. The most important
geological aspect of this landing sites were the many
craters ranging from a few meters to over 50 meters wide.
These craters are all believed to have formed by impact
from foreign bodies after the mare was formed through
lava flows. It is possible that some craters form from
volcanoes but that is not seen at this landing site.
The petrology of this landing site concurs. Volcanic glass
and glass beads were a common find for the astronauts as
they took various samples. Crystalline rocks were the most common rock samples from this mission which almost
always mean volcanic activity of some kind. An important subsurface feature of this site is the general fragmentation
of the regolith. From the small fine powder like the Sea of Tranquility to even large blocks several meters across,
Oceanus Procellarum is defined by its fragmented nature. This is easily expected if the mare were formed by lava
flows then peppered heavily by foreign impact, shattering the surface in various places when the many craters were
formed.

Apollo 14

The Antares LM (Lunar Module) for Apollo 14 touched
down in the Fra Mauro Formation, a very different region from the mares in previous missions. This area is
characterized by boulder fields, ridges, and as always,
impact craters. The Fra Mauro Formation, as indicated by
the petrology, is considered to be stratified by volcanic
fragments similar to the Apollo 12 landing site. This is
known from the amount of glass and the characteristics of
the rocks and boulders spread throughout the area. The
Fra Mauro Formation was most likely formed as a result of
the debris from Cone Crater, hence the reason that the
regolith is defined by large fragments of volcanic glass and
rock. Astronauts Edgar Mitchell and Alan Shepard spent
considerable time near Cone Crater but never arrived to its edge so not much surface research was done on this
300m wide crater. If they were to reach the crater, much more geological information would have been available.
The surface of this area was described by astronaut Pete Mitchell as “raindrops” in the dust. This is most likely due to
very small debris that was thrown upwards and landing down again from impact crater formation. There were also
many boulder fields scattered throughout the region that contained crystallized rock and some had a “good fillet
pattern” in the words of Alan Shepard.

Discussion

How can we trust the reliability of these astronauts as non-practicing geologists to give us reliable data
on geology of the moon? Fortunately behind every astronaut is at least a dozen professional geologists
who have served as geological advisors to the astronauts and also active researchers using aerial
photography and cartography to help define our understanding of lunar geology. Therefore, the data
given to us is reliable. However, it could be much better. Out of all twelve astronauts on the moon’s
surface, only one was a professional geologist. In the future with moon missions, it is crucial that more
professional geologists with training in planetary science should explore the surface of the moon.
Additionally, technology today is vastly different from what it was in the Apollo days. It should be
essential to outfit these geologists with proper tools for mapping, LIDAR, and even GPR (ground
penetrating radar). Not much has been written about the deep subsurface geology of the moon and
there is no shortage of potential data. But with luck, we can change that in future moon missions to
further understand our only satellite and the secrets it holds, both scientifically and economically.

Apollo 17

The last Apollo mission and so far, the latest moon
mission, Apollo 17 landed in the Taurus-Littrow Valley, so
called because it was between the Taurus Mountains and
the Littrow crater, not too far off from the Sea of
Tranquility. The first basalt layers that make up much of
this valley are estimated to have flowed 3.7 billion years
ago and the basalt since then has been warped and
covered by other basalts that formed the Mare
Serenitatis, a nearby mare that borders the valley.
From the above photograph, the area around the LM is
mostly basalt with a few examples of breccia formed by
ejecta from nearby craters. Astronauts Eugene Cernan and Harrison Schmitt (a geologist) documented many samples
from this area. These include bluish-gray breccias featuring distinct foliation, vesicular basalts (some with olivine), and
andesite porphyries. The current theory suggests that the predominance of these breccias are a result of the impact
events that formed the rest of the area like many of the other landing sites. The regolith of the landing site combined
with the surface ash comes to about 14 meters thick on average. The many craters dotting the landscape are
considered secondary craters that formed from smaller ejecta from a larger impact body referred to as Tycho.

